We propose an exact algorithm for solving biobjective integer programming problems, which arise in various applications of operations research. The algorithm is based on solving Pascoletti-Serafini scalarizations to search specified regions (boxes) in the objective space and returns the set of nondominated points. We develop variants of the algorithm, where the choice of the scalarization model parameters differ; and demonstrate their performance through computational experiments both as exact algorithms and as solution approaches under time restriction. The results of our experiments show the satisfactory behaviour of our algorithm, especially with respect to the number of mixed integer programming problems solved compared to an existing approach. The experiments also demonstrate that different variants have advantages in different aspects: while some variants are quicker in finding the whole set of nondominated solutions, other variants return good-quality solutions in terms of representativeness when run under time restriction.
Introduction
In many operations research applications such as scheduling, task assignment and transportation, the underlying problem is an integer programming problem. Moreover, a vast amount of these problems require more than a single criterion to be considered, leading to biobjective (multiobjective) integer programming problems.
In this study, we focus on biobjective integer programming problems (BOIP) and propose an algorithm that returns the whole set of nondominated points of these problems. There are a number of solution approaches that have been designed for BOIP in the literature, most of which explore the objective (criterion) space by repetitively solving single objective optimization problems related to the BOIP, called scalarization problems (or simply, scalarizations). A scalarization is formulated by means of a real-valued scalarizing function of the objective functions of the BOIP, auxiliary scalar or vector variables and/or parameters ( [7] ).
There are several scalarizations proposed in the literature. The widely-used ones are the weighted sum scalarization ( [9, 17] ), the -constraint scalarization ( [8] ) and the (weighted) Chebyshev scalarization ( [2, 15] ). Most of the current algorithms in the literature solve these scalarizations or their modifications repetitively to find the set of nondominated solutions. Commonly used ones are the perpendicular search and the -constraint algorithm, which are based on weighted sum scalarization and -constraint scalarization, respectively ( [4, 5, 8] ). Examples of algorithms using weighted Chebychev scalarizations are proposed in [12] and [14] , where a modified version of the scalarization is used. There are also two-phase algorithms, which generate supported nondominated points in the first phase and find the unsupported nondominated points by exploring the triangles defined by two consecutive supported nondominated points in the second phase ( [11, 16] ). Recently, the balanced box algorithm is proposed in [1] and a two-stage algorithm which combines the balanced box and -constraint algorithms is discussed in [6] .
We propose an exact solution algorithm that finds the whole set of nondominated solutions to biobjective integer programming problems. The algorithm is based on Pascoletti-Serafini scalarization ( [10] ). We adapt this scalarization model for biobjective integer programming settings and develop different variants of the algorithm. We compare these variants with respect to number of (mixed) integer programming problems solved and solution time. We also test the performances of the variants under time limit and report on the representativeness of the obtained solution sets using the (scaled) coverage error ( [3, 13] ).
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give the preliminaries and the problem definition. In Sections 3 and 4 we explain the base algorithm and its variants, respectively. We test the performances of the algorithm and report the results of our experiments in Section 5. We conclude our discussion in Section 6.
Preliminaries and problem definition
A general bi-objective integer programming problem is formulated as
where z i (·), i = 1, 2 are integer-valued objective functions. The set X represents the feasible set in the decision space and the set Z := {z(x)| x ∈ X } represents the feasible set in the objective space. Throughout the paper we will use the following notation for vector inequalities:
A lexicographic optimization problem with two objective functions is given by
where i, j ∈ {1, 2} and i = j. Solving (1) means solving the following two (single objective) optimization problems: First, min{ z i (x)| x ∈ X }; and given an optimal solution x of the first model, min{ z j (x)| x ∈ X , z i (x) = z i (x ) }. Solving a lexicographic optimization yields an efficient solution.
In general, scalarization models are solved in order to find (weakly) efficient solutions. Throughout, Pascoletti-Serafini scalarization, which employs two parameters, a reference point s ∈ R 2 and a direction d ∈ R 2 + \ {0} is employed. The model is as follows:
is an optimal solution of (2) for some s ∈ R 2 and d ∈ R 2 + \{0}, then x * is weakly efficient.
is an optimal solution of (2) for some s ∈ R 2 and d ∈ R 2 + \ {0} then y * := s + ρ * d and z(x * ) are equal in at least one component.
Proof. Proof Assume to the contrary that z(x * ) and y * are different in both components. That is, z(x * ) < y * . Hence there existsρ < ρ * such that z(x * ) ≤ s +ρd, which contradicts the optimality of (x * , ρ * ).
When a subsetN of N is found through an algorithm or a procedure, in order to measure how wellN represents the set of all nondominated points (N ), it is possible to use the 'coverage error' that is introduced by [13] . Similar measures are used in the literature to measure representativeness, an example is the coverage gap measure used recently in [3] . Here we provide the definition of coverage error for the special case where Chebyshev metric is used. We also introduce the scaled version as in [3] . Definition 2.4. LetN ⊆ N be a representative subset. The coverage error ofN with respect to n ∈ N is CE(N , n) := min
and the scaled coverage error ofN is
where u 0 and s 0 are the nadir and the ideal points, respectively.
The algorithm
Throughout the algorithm the search regions in the objective space are referred to as boxes. A box is defined by three points in the criterion space, namely the starting point s, the nondominated point t which defines the first component of the starting point and the nondominated point p which defines the second component of the starting point, and denoted as follows
Note that it is possible to define the box using only p and t. However, we keep the starting point s in the definition as it is used in the scalarization models.
The general idea of the algorithm can be described as follows. At the beginning, two sets namely N and B, are defined to denote the set of nondominated points and boxes to be investigated, respectively. For initialization, two corner points of the nondominated set are found by solving lexmin{ z 1 (x), z 2 (x)| x ∈ X } and lexmin{ z 2 (x), z 1 (x)| x ∈ X }. Let the optimal objective function vectors of these models be t 0 , p 0 , respectively. We initialize N as {t 0 , p 0 } and B as {b(s 0 , p 0 , t 0 )}, where s 0 is the ideal point. Clearly, the initial box includes all nondominated points. See Figure 1 for the illustration of the initial region. At each iteration, the algorithm searches one box from set B to find a (weakly) nondominated point by solving a Pascoletti-Serafini scalarization. In order to ensure finding a nondominated point, an (two) extra model(s) is (are) solved and the obtained nondominated point(s) is (are) added to N . Then, the explored box is discarded and if at least a new nondominated point is found, two new boxes are added to B to be searched in the next iterations. The algorithm continues until there are no boxes to explore. The pseudocode of the algorithm is given by Algorithm 1.
At an arbitrary iteration, a box b := b(s b , p b , t b ) from set B is selected and the following optimization problem is solved to search the box
where d a is direction vector set to d = (1, 1) T and 0 < < 1. This is a slightly modified Pascoletti-Serafini model. The last two constraints are added to prevent finding the nondominated points p b and t b , which are already found in the previous iterations. If this problem is infeasible, then there is no nondominated point other than p b and t b in the box. Otherwise, let the optimal solution of (R(b, d)) be (ρ b , x b ) and the corresponding (weakly) nondominated 
is solved and, if the second components are equal (
is solved. Notice that it is possible to have y b = n b and in this case, both problems are solved. Let the solutions of (P 1 (x b )) and (P 2 (x b )) be x 1 and x 2 , respectively and n 1 := z(x 1 ) and n 2 := z(x 2 ) be the corresponding points in the criterion space. If only (P 1 (x b )) is solved, then n 2 is set to n b and symmetrically, if only (P 2 (x b )) is solved n 1 is set to n b (to be used in partitioning) (see lines 8-17 in Algorithm 1). Then, N is updated accordingly (lines 18-23).
If both (P 1 (x b )) and (P 2 (x b )) are solved, it is possible to find two nondominated points n 1 and n 2 in the same iteration. In this case, both n 1 and n 2 are added to N . See Figures 2-4 for illustrations of these cases.
As for any (weakly) nondominated point n, the dominated region {y ∈ R 2 | n ≤ y} and the dominating region {y ∈ R 2 | y ≤ n} ({y ∈ R 2 | y < n}) can not contain any nondominated points, the current box b(s b , p b , t b ) is split into two boxes using n 1 and n 2 . More specifically, the first box is formed as b(s 1 , p b , n 1 ), where s 1 := (n 1 1 , p b 2 ) T and the second box is formed as b(s 2 , n 2 , t b ), where Figures 2-4 for the illustrations of newly formed boxes for different cases.
Finally, we avoid searching regions which can not have any new nondominated points, by taking the advantage of the integrality of the problem (P ), and the structure of a box. The boxes which do not satisfy p b 1 − s b 1 > 1 and t b 2 − s b 2 > 1 are eliminated since they can not include any nondominated points other than p b and t b . After new boxes are defined and their sizes are checked to make sure that they can include nondominated points, they are added to set B to be searched in the next iterations. Then, the searched box b(s b , p b , t b ) is removed from the set B (lines 24-29). The algorithm repeats the steps which are introduced above until there is no box in B.
The algorithm works correctly and returns the set of all nondominated points after finitely many iterations. These are shown by the following two propositions. Proof. Proof The points that are added to set N are guaranteed to be nondominated. Indeed, (R(b, d)) is a Pascoletti-Serafini scalarization with box contraints and by Lemma 2.2, it returns a weakly efficient solution. By solving (P 1 (x b )) and/or (P 2 (x b )), finding an efficient solution is guaranteed. Moreover, by the structure of defining the new boxes, it is guaranteed that the set of all boxes to be searched (B) include all the remaining (if any) nondominated points at any time through the algorithm. Proposition 3.2. Algorithm 1 solves (3N + C − 3C 2 − E − 1) integer programs, where N = |N | is the number of nondominated points, C is the number of cases where (y b = n b ), C 2 is the number of sub-cases that two nondominated points are found and E is the number of eliminated boxes using the elimination rule.
Proof. Proof The following expression, parts (a) − (g) of which will be explained in detail, shows the number of models solved:
At the beginning of Algorithm 1, two lexicographical minimization problems are solved to find t 0 and p 0 (a) and one (R(b, d)) problem is solved to search the initial box (b). 2C 2 points are found in C 2 number of cases (y b = n b and two solutions are found), each of these points lead to a new box, hence a new (R(b, d) ) model (c). For the rest of the nondominated points, (N − 2C 2 − 2), each point results in two new boxes (and hence two (R(b, d)) models to be solved) (d). As for the (P i (x b )) models: N -2 points are found by solving a single second stage model (either (P 1 (x b )) or (P 2 (x b ))) (e). Moreover, when y b = n b and only a single nondominated point is found (in C − C 2 number of cases), we solve an extra (P 1 (x b )) or (P 2 (x b )), which does not yield a new point (f ). Finally, E boxes are eliminated, avoiding the (R(b, d)) models that would otherwise have been solved (g).
The variants
The algorithm described in Section 3 can be modified in different ways. First of all, in each iteration the direction parameter d can be chosen according to the current box instead of fixing 
while B is not empty do
Solve (P 1 (x b )). Let x 1 be an optimal solution. 
. Secondly, the new search regions added to B in each iteration can be chosen differently. In addition to the base version that is described in Section 3, we consider employing y b = s b + ρ b d in defining the new regions. Accordingly, we use y b instead of n b in order to define a new box if it yields a smaller region than the base version, see Figures 5 and 6 . This is done by replacing lines 12 and 17 of Algorithm 1 with n 1 = y b and n 2 = y b , respectively. Notice that since the corners of the newly formed boxes are not necessarily integer valued, one also needs to change the elimination rule slightly. More specifically, for this variant the strict inequalities on lines 26 and 28 of Algorithm 1 are replaced by greater than or equal to signs.
The six variants can be seen in Table 1 . The base version that is described in Section 3 is denoted by FDN. The algorithms are coded in C++ and all mixed integer programming models are solved using CPLEX 12.6. Only a single thread is used. All of the instances are run in a computer with Intel Xeon CPU E5-1650 3.6 GHz processor and 32 GB RAM. Computation times are given in central processing unit (CPU) seconds.
We first conduct preliminary experiments on type A knapsack and assignment instances in order to compare the performances of the algorithm variants. In Table 2 , we report the average values for the number of nondominated points (N avg ), the number of all (mixed) integer programming problems solved, the solution time (in CPU seconds), the number of (R(b, d)) models solved, average time for solving one (R(b, d) ) model, average time for solving one (P i (x b )) model, C, C 2 and E, see Proposition 3.2.
Overall, we see that partitioning a box using nondominated points is a better box defining strategy leading to smaller number of problems solved, hence smaller solution times, except the KP case with changing direction according to nadir. This good performance is mostly due to the increase in the number of boxes that are eliminated (E) with our elimination rule (see lines 26 and 28 of Algorithm 1).
We observe that the original algorithm (FDN) consistently performs good in terms of solution time over all test instances, being the fastest algorithm for KP and the second fastest for AP. Based on these results, we conduct further preliminary experiments with FDN, CDN and NDN variants. Since finding the whole set of nondominated points might be computationally demanding for most biobjective integer programming problems, early termination performances of the algorithms are also worth considering. Therefore, we run these variants with predetermined time limits and report the quality of the set of nondominated points obtained. We calculate the coverage error measure, given by Definition 2.4. Table 4 shows the performance results for the three algorithm variants when they are run with time limits for class A of KP and AP. The time limit is set as 300 and 700 seconds for KP and AP, respectively. This corresponds to approximately 30% of time required to find the whole set of nondominated points. The table shows the number of nondominated points found (N ), the coverage error (CE) and the scaled coverage error (SCE) values for each variant. It is seen that CDN significantly outperforms the other variants with respect to coverage. This result is expected as setting the direction as the diagonal vector of the box to be searched encourages the algorithm to find scattered solutions across the Pareto frontier and provides a highly representative set even at the early stages of the algorithm. In Figures 7-9 , we provide the solution sets found when KP instances are solved with time limited versions of FDN, CDN and NDN, respectively. In the first set of preliminary experiments, we eliminated the variants defining the box using y b , and concluded that FDN, CDN, NDN are worth further consideration, FDN being the most computationally efficient one. In the second set of experiments with time limits we have observed that CDN is the top-performer. Based on these preliminary observations, we decided to perform the main experiments with FDN as it is computationally more promising, and CDN as it outperforms the other variants under time restriction. Tables 5 and 6 show the results of our main experiments, in which we compare FDN and CDN over all instances of KP and AP. We report the average values for the number of nondominated solutions (N avg ), the number of models solved, the total solution times, the number of (R(b, d) ) models solved and average time spent to solve (R(b, d)) and (P i (x b )) models as well as C, C 2 and E. The results verify the observations made at the preliminary experiments: although FDN solves more integer programming problems in total, it solves less of the more difficult (R(b, d) ) models, hence it works faster than CDN. Moreover, when FDN is used, the number of cases where y b = n b (C) is significantly larger than that of CDN. This is due to the nature of the direction vector used; moving along the search region in a fixed direction of (1, 1) T , the algorithm visits integer corners more often compared to a diagonal direction vector. This increases the cases where (P 1 (x b )) and (P 2 (x b )) are both solved within a box. Note that, in only a small portion of these cases two new nondominated points are found, implying that one (P i (x b )) is solved unnecessarily. However, since these models are much easier to solve compared to (R(b, d) ), solving more of these does not significantly affect the computational performance of FDN. We also provide a comparison with the balanced box algorithm ( [1] ). Since the algorithms are coded and run on different platforms, we cannot compare the solution times with those of the balanced box algorithm. Note that the balanced box algorithm solves exactly 3N problems. Therefore, it will solve more models for all of the problem instances considered; indeed it solves 25.5%, 36.5% more problems than our best algorithm variant on average for KP and AP, respectively.
CDN works slower compared to FDN but our preliminary experiments show that it is promising when used with time limits. We verified this observation by performing experiments for the whole KP and AP sets with time limit, the results of which are provided in Table 7 . Overall, one can conclude that both variants are powerful in different aspects. When used to find the complete set of nondominated points, FDN works better since it runs faster. However, CDN is a very promising variant when run with a time limit since it quickly provides a highly representative subset of solutions.
An extension of CDN
When we examine the results of average time spend for an (R(b, d) ) model, we observe that there is significant difference between FDN and CDN for class C of AP, see Table 6 . In these instances, average time spent per (R(b, d)) model in CDN is more than twice of the time spent in FDN. To investigate this further, we check the solution times of each individual (R(b, d)) model solved in CDN for these instances. We see that the majority of the total time is occupied by only few models. To overcome this issue of extreme solution times, we modify CDN and solve each (R(b, d)) model under a time limit. If the model is aborted due to the time limit, we slightly modify the direction and solve the model with the new direction parameter. That is, we change line 4 of Algorithm 1 as follows:
We refer to this extension of CDN with time limited (R(b, d)) models as TL-CDN. We compare the performance of TL-CDN (where a time limit of 50 seconds is used for each (R(b, d)) model) with those of FDN and CDN in class C of AP. The results are presented in Table 8 . When we compare the number of integer programming problems solved by the algorithms, we observe that CDN is the best algorithm and it is closely followed by TL-CDN, as expected. When we analyse the run times and average (R(b, d) ) solution times of TL-We also run TL-CDN with predetermined time limits for class C of AP and report the quality of the solution set (using coverage error) in Table 9 , by comparing it with FDN and CDN. It is seen that TL-CDN outperforms CDN in terms of coverage error in most instances. The results show that this modification (TL-CDN) is successful in significantly reducing run time without sacrificing from performance in representativeness. 
Conclusion
We propose an exact solution approach for biobjective integer programming problems based on solving Pascoletti-Serafini scalarizations to search for nondominated points within boxes in the objective space. We generate different variants of the algorithm based on how the boxes are defined and how the direction vector in the scalarization problem is set. We compare the performances of the algorithm variants both with and without time limits and determine the ones that outperform the others. Our results indicate that the variants using nondominated points to define the boxes are better. Moreover, although the variant using a fixed direction vector of (1, 1) T leads to more (mixed) integer programming problems solved, it requires less computational time since it solves less of the more difficult scalarization models. We, however observe that the variant setting direction with respect to the diagonal of the box to be searched is still promising since it returns a highly representative subset (measured using coverage error) of the set of nondominated points when it is run with a time limit. We suggest an extension to this variant, which has lower solution times and better coverage error results.
We prove that the algorithm terminates and show through computational experiments that the best variant solves less problems than a recent algorithm, the balanced box method.
